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The idea of using light as a weapon can be traced back to Hippocrates, command-
er of the Greek forces in 212 B.C. His forces supposedly set fire to the sails of the Roman 
fleet by focusing sunlight with mirrors. Weapons systems based on lasers and “ray guns,” 
long a staple of science fiction, have captured the imagination of people everywhere. But 
with steady progress toward the development of lasers in the last 40 years, viable, state-
of-the-art laser weapon systems have now become a reality.

The production of lasers in the modern scientific world is fairly new. The first laser 
was developed in the 1960s and represented the beginning of a drastic change in how 
the military viewed warfare. The late 1970s and 1980s, too, marked a busy time peri-
od for developing lasers into possible weapon systems. All branches of the military and 
industry were striving to master high power levels, beam control, and adaptive optics. 
In 1999, the Department of Defense (DoD) formally recognized lasers as future weap-
ons and began research and development (R&D). In 2000, the Joint Technology Office 
for High Energy Lasers was formed to bring all laser technologies together to develop a 
complete laser weapon system that could be used by the warfighter.

Electromagnetic Spectrum
The electromagnetic spectrum contains all the types of electromagnetic energy, in-

cluding radio waves, microwaves, infrared, visible light, ultraviolet, and gamma rays. 
Laser is an acronym for “light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation.” Light, 
therefore, is a type of electromagnetic radiation. Light is made up of tiny packets of en-
ergy called photons. The amount of energy is what determines the wavelength. Lasers 
are usually infrared (1 mm to 750 nm) and visible light (750- to 400-nm wavelength). 
Microwaves are mostly high-frequency radio waves (millimeters to centimeters), with 
wavelengths 10,000 times longer than lasers. Diffraction of any electromagnetic radia-
tion beam is based on the wavelength and aperture size. For the same aperture size, la-
sers diffract 10,000 times less than microwaves. This allows the beam to reach farther 
ranges while maintaining a small spot size of concentrated energy on the target. Lasers 
are preferred in specific scenarios because of minimal diffraction. The electromagnetic 
spectrum is shown in Figure 1.

Laser Fundamentals
The quantum mechanical idea of stimulated emission of light was discovered by 

Albert Einstein in 1917 and is one of the fundamental ideas behind the laser. Einstein  
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theorized that when a photon interacts with an 
atom or molecule in an excited state, two photons 
are produced when the atom or molecule leaves the 
excited state. Population inversion occurs when the 
atoms or molecules are in the excited state. In order 
for molecules to come out of the normal “ground” 
state, a source of power must be introduced to the 
system energizing the atoms to the excited state. 
When many photons are passed through many ex-
cited atoms, more and more photons are produced. 
The photons are contained and reflected back and 
forth in a cavity, with mirrors usually on each end. 
The mirror on the output end is only partially re-
flective, allowing some photons to leak through, 
creating the laser beam.

The difference between an everyday light bulb 
and the light of a laser is temporal and spatial co-
herence. In a light bulb, the light emits photons 
equally in all directions. The light is random, out of 
phase, and multiwavelength. A laser emits coher-
ent light, so photons travel in identical direction 
and phase. A laser is also monochromatic, i.e., light 
of one wavelength. Another significant difference 
is that laser light is highly collimated, which means 
the laser beam can travel long distances with min-
imum spreading.

The laser gain medium through which the pho-
tons travel to become amplified or magnified can 
vary. The source of power used to excite the medi-
um, achieving population inversion, can be the re-
sult of a chemical reaction, an electric discharge, 

a flash lamp, another laser, or some other excita-
tion mechanism. The type of the lasing medium 
determines the type of laser. The three categories 
in which lasers are usually classified are chemical, 
gas, and solid state. A laser can also be continuous 
wave (CW) or pulsed. Each type of laser produces a 
specific wavelength of radiation. It is important to 
note that different wavelengths of radiation inter-
act with the atmosphere differently. A laser beam is 
either scattered or absorbed by air molecules, water 
vapor, or dust. Longer wavelengths scatter less and 
are absorbed more than shorter wavelengths; our 
sky is blue because the shorter blue wavelengths 
of light are scattered more than the longer wave-
lengths.1 Gamma rays are so highly absorbed that 
they cannot propagate more than a few feet in the 
air. Thus, some laser wavelengths are scattered or 
absorbed more than others. This makes laser wave-
lengths with minimum absorption better for use 
as directed-energy weapons since they propagate 
through the atmosphere better than others. For ex-
ample, the carbon-dioxide (CO2) laser is strongly 
absorbed by water vapor, so any use near the ocean 
will be negatively affected. Near-infrared and infra-
red lasers have shorter wavelengths with negligible 
absorbance. The optimal laser choice, therefore, 
would be a wavelength-tunable laser that could 
vary depending on the atmospheric conditions, 
such as the free-electron laser (FEL).

Lasers have affected almost every type of mod-
ern technology. Most laser technologies use low 

Figure 1. Electromagnetic Spectrum
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powers and were mastered very quickly. They are 
used in many everyday appliances, such as scan-
ning/inventory devices, surgery/medicine, hair re-
moval, presentation pointers, law enforcement, 
ranging and sighting devices, welding applications, 
and much more. Using a laser as a weapon has 
many advantages. For example, a laser:

•	 Is unaffected by gravity
•	 Causes minimal collateral damage
•	 Travels at the speed of light
•	 Can precisely reach far distances
•	 Is capable of causing a specific, 

predetermined amount of damage to targets
The theory behind these capabilities makes the 

laser weapon a prime choice in multiple engage-
ment scenarios. However, developing lasers with 
higher powers to use as a weapon has proven more 
difficult than first considered.

Military Laser History  
and Laser Types

Generally, a laser weapon is any laser used 
against the enemy with more than 50 kW to mega-
watts of power. This is much greater power than 
commercial lasers. Accordingly, they have greater 
support needs, including:

•	 Environmental and personnel safety
•	 Mirror coatings
•	 Chilling requirements
•	 Power requirements
•	 Laser fuel storage
•	 Alignment and tracking requirements

In 1960, the very first laser (a ruby laser) was 
built, producing minimal power. This event was 
followed by many other laser technology develop-
ments. The first chemical laser, hydrogen fluoride 
(HF), was built in 1965, producing 1 kW. It was 
then that DoD became interested in researching 
and developing a more powerful laser for weap-
on applications. Subsequently, in 1968, the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) 
Baseline Demonstration Laser produced 100 kW, 
and the Navy-ARPA Chemical Laser (NACL) pro-
duced 250 kW in 1975. The very first laser is de-
picted in Figure 2.

Solid-State Lasers (SSLs)
An SSL uses a solid lasing medium, such as a 

rod made up of glass or crystal, or a gem, like the 
ruby laser. Along with the rod or host material is 
an active material, such as chromium, neodymi-
um, erbium, holmium, or titanium. Chromium is 
the active material used in ruby lasers. Neodymi-
um is the active material in the most widespread 
applications. A flash lamp, arc lamp, or anoth-
er laser carries out the optical cavity pumping to 
achieve population inversion and stimulate the la-
ser beam. The Neodymium Yttrium-aluminum 
garnet (Nd:YAG) laser is a popular SSL. It oper-
ates at a 1064.5-nm wavelength and can be pulsed 
wave or CW. A great advantage of these lasers is 
that the wavelength and pulse duration can be var-
ied considerably.1 The power level can reach up to 
megawatts when using Q-switching to achieve 

Figure 2. First Ruby Laser Developed in 1960 by Research Physicist Theodore H. Maiman
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short pulse lengths. The various interactions with 
the laser and different crystalline materials can 
double the electromagnetic frequency, which will 
halve the wavelength, bringing the laser beam into 
the visible range, 532 nm (green). The wavelength 
can be further divided down three or four times, 
making this laser range from the near-infrared to 
the ultraviolet wavelength. These lasers are com-
monly used for rangefinders and target designa-
tors. Other advantages of these lasers are that they 
can be made very small, rugged, cheap, and bat-
tery-powered. Characteristics of SSLs are shown 
in Table 1.

Chemical Lasers
A chemical laser uses chemical reaction to cre-

ate population inversion in the lasing medium. One 
example is the Mid-Infrared Advanced Chemical 
Laser (MIRACL) developed in the mid-1980s. The 
MIRACL is a continuous-wave, mid-infrared (3.8-
µ) laser. Its operation is similar to a rocket engine in 
which a fuel (ethylene, C2H4) is burned with an ox-
idizer (nitrogen trifluoride, NF3).2 Free, excited flu-
orine atoms are among the combustion products. 
Just downstream from the combustor, deuterium 
and helium are injected into the exhaust. Deuteri-
um (U) combines with the excited fluorine to cre-
ate excited deuterium fluoride (DF) molecules, 
while the helium stabilizes the reaction and con-
trols the temperature.2 The laser’s resonator mir-
rors are wrapped around the excited exhaust gas, 
and optical energy is extracted. The cavity is active-
ly cooled and can be run until the fuel supply is ex-
hausted. The laser’s megawatt-class output power 
can be varied over a wide range by altering the fuel 
flow rates and mixture. The laser beam in the reso-
nator is approximately 21-cm high and 3-cm wide. 
Beam-shaping optics are used to produce a 14- × 
14-cm (5.5- × 5.5-inch) square, which is then prop-
agated through the rest of the beam train. Diagnos-
tics for evaluating the beam shape, absolute power, 

and intensity profile are used on each firing of the 
laser. The beam can be directed to a number of dif-
ferent test areas or to the SEA LITE beam director.2 
The DF Chemical Laser (MIRACL) and the Sea Lite 
Beam are shown in Figure 3.

The laser and beam director were integrated 
in the mid-1980s at the Army’s High Energy La-
ser Systems Test Facility (HELSTF) at White Sands 
Missile Range, New Mexico. Following integration, 
extensive tests were conducted in the areas of:

•	 High-power optical components and beam-
path conditioning

•	 Beam-control techniques
•	 High-power propagation
•	 Target damage and vulnerability
•	 Target lethality3

Tests supported by the MIRACL included:
•	 The high-power dynamic with flying drone 

(BQM-34)
•	 Conventional defense initiative with flying 

drone
•	 High-velocity target test with Vandal 

Missile
•	 High-altitude target tests with flying drone
•	 Missile and plume tests using the 1.5-m 

aperture
•	 Radiometrically calibrated images and 

spectral radiometry
These successful tests are what made many be-

lieve that MIRACL was the first and only success-
ful laser weapon system developed by the Navy 
prior to the Navy Laser Weapon System (LaWS).3 

Gas Lasers
Gas lasers are a type of chemical laser that uses a 

pure gas or gas mixture to produce a beam. The typ-
ical gas laser contains a tube with mirrors on each 
end. One end transmits the beam out of the cavi-
ty. Most gas lasers use electron-collision pumping, 
with electric current passing through the gas. Some 
use optical pumping with flash lamps. The helium 
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neon (HeNe) laser is a very well-known gas laser. It 
produces a bright red, continuous beam of low pow-
er. It is used for many applications such as scanning, 
alignment, measurement, and stabilization devices. 
University students use them in optical training lab-
oratories. Many larger lasers contain a HeNe inside 
the beam path, as well to verify beam alignment. 
HeNe lasers are fairly cheap and very rugged. They 
can work continuously for thousands of hours.

CO2 lasers are in the gas family. These lasers 
were the earliest, truly high-power lasers and have 
been among the most crucial lasers used in R&D 
for high-energy laser (HEL) weapons. In industry, 
the more powerful CO2 lasers are used for weld-
ing, drilling, and cutting. There are many different 
types of CO2 lasers that vary in pumping design. 
CO2 lasers work by burning a hydrocarbon fuel 
(like kerosene or methane) in oxygen or nitrous 
oxide. The hot gas flows through a comb of noz-
zles, expands quickly, and achieves population 
inversion. The gas then flows through an optical 
resonator at supersonic speeds, resulting in stimu-
lated emission and a laser beam.4

CO2 lasers have been researched for use as 
nonlethal weapons. The wavelength produced by a 
CO2 laser is also absorbed by glass. For example, 
the beam does not penetrate a windshield. Thus, 
shooting a CO2 laser at a vehicle’s windshield could 
deter a threat by damaging the windshield or by 
causing a dazzling effect to reduce the visibility of 
the driver, while not reaching the driver at all.

The gas dynamic laser (GDL) is a CO2 la-
ser based on differences in relaxation velocities 
of molecular vibrational states. The laser medi-
um’s gas has properties such that an energetically 
lower vibrational state relaxes faster than a high-
er vibrational state; thus, a population inversion is 
achieved in a particular time. A GDL is shown in 
Figure 4. Characteristics of chemical and gas lasers 
are identified in Table 2.

Fiber Lasers
Modern fiber lasers are considered SSLs. They 

are powered by electricity, making them highly 
mobile and supportable on the battlefield. Fiber la-
sers use optical fibers as the gain media. In most 
cases, the gain medium is a fiber doped with rare 
earth elements—such as erbium (Er3+), neodym-
ium (Nd3+), ytterbium (Yb3+), thulium (Tm3+), 
or praseodymium (Pr3+)—and one or several laser 
diodes are used for pumping. Optical fibers have 
been used in industry, specifically for telecommu-
nications to transport information via light. With 
developing technology, optical fibers have become 
high-energy, powerful laser energy sources. Fiber 
lasers have proven to have much benefit over tra-
ditional SSLs. They are rugged and do not require 
a clean room to operate or maintain, as most oth-
er laser systems do. They also are extremely effi-
cient; however, they cannot operate well in all 
weather conditions. One example is the IPG CW 
fiber lasers, which produce moderate beam qual-
ity, causing damage to materials and components 
through thermal heating and burn-through. The 
Naval Surface Warfare Center, Dahlgren Division 
(NSWCDD) purchased eight commercially avail-
able 5.5-kW IPG lasers, where two multimode 
(seven fibers) lasers are housed per cabinet. This 
type of laser is easy to mount due to the flexible fi-
bers. The IPG CW Fiber Laser is shown in Figure 5.

Miscellaneous Lasers
There are other types of lasers that do not nec-

essarily fit into the chemical or solid-state catego-
ries. These include semiconductor lasers, used in:

•	 Television	 •	 Radios
•	 CD	Players	 •	 Telecommunications
•	 Dye	Lasers	 •	 Medicine
•	 Spectroscopy	 •	 Astronomy
There also are the FELs mentioned previous-

ly. The FEL is a completely different breed of laser. 

Figure 3. DF Chemical Laser (MIRACL) and Sea Lite Beam

DF Chemical Laser (MIRACL) Sea Lite Beam
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Figure 4. A laser engineer inspects a gas dynamic laser after installation 
aboard an NKC-135 airborne laser laboratory.

Figure 5. IPG CW Fiber Laser System
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bed and was used to provide the first demonstrated 
kill of an operational missile in 1978.

Alpha HF—Built for Strategic Defense Initiative 
(SDI) Space-Based Laser (SBL)

Alpha, an HF laser, was the baseline technology 
for the SBL readiness demonstration (SBLRD). In 
1991, the Alpha laser demonstrated megawatt-class 
power levels similar to MIRACL, but in a low-pres-
sure, space operation environment. Alpha dem-
onstrated that multimegawatt, space-compatible 
lasers can be built and operated. 

Tactical High-Energy Laser (THEL)
The THEL is a DF chemical laser developed 

by the Army. In 2000 and 2001, THEL shot down 
28 Katyusha artillery rockets and 5 artillery shells. 
On 4 November 2002, THEL shot down an incom-
ing artillery shell and a mobile version successfully 
completed testing. Subsequently, during a test con-
ducted on 24 August 2004, the system successfully 
shot down multiple mortar rounds. These tests rep-
resented actual mortar threat scenarios in which 
both single mortar rounds and salvo were tested 
and intercepted. A photograph of THEL is shown 
in Figure 6.

Advanced Tactical Laser (ATL)
The ATL uses a closed-cycle, chemical oxy-

gen-iodine laser (COIL) with beam control, which 
lases at a 1.315-µ wavelength. The ATL was devel-
oped to engage tactical targets from a moving plat-
form at ranges of approximately 10 km. It can spot 
a 10-cm-wide beam on a distant target for up to 
100 shots. This beam has enough power to slice 
through metal at a distance of 9 miles. The aircraft 
equipped with the ATL weapon system is shown in 
Figure 7.

A specially modified 46th Test Wing NC-130H 
aircraft equipped with the ATL weapon system 
fired its laser while flying over White Sands Mis-
sile Range, New Mexico, successfully hitting a tar-
get board located on the ground. Equipped with a 
chemical laser, a beam control system, sensors, and 
weapon-system consoles, the ATL is designed to 
damage, disable, or destroy targets with little or no 
collateral damage.

Airborne Laser (ABL) (CO2) Chemical Oxygen
The ABL C-130H aircraft contains three laser 

beam systems: the powerful killing primary laser 
beam (ATL), a set of illuminating laser beams for 
infrared surveillance and high-speed target acqui-
sition, and a beacon laser for a high-precision laser 
target tracking beam control system. The primary 

It uses electrons to create photons instead of some 
type of matter. The electrons are produced, col-
lected, and directed to flow at very high speeds. To 
excite the electrons, they are passed through a “wig-
gler,” i.e., a series of magnets positioned in such a 
way that electromagnetic radiation (light) is pro-
duced when the electrons release photons. The sig-
nificant feature of the FEL is that the wavelength 
can be controlled, depending on the magnet po-
sitions and the speed of electrons. This versatili-
ty makes the FEL particularly appealing. However, 
the footprint of the FEL system is too large to trans-
form into any ideal defense weapon. The Jefferson 
Laboratory in Newport News, Virginia, has an FEL 
and continues to maintain and test its capabilities 
and effects. This laser was new to the military in the 
late 1990s and received funding to optimize its ca-
pabilities and integrate as a defense weapon. Al-
though great progress has been made, the required 
footprint could be much larger than desired. Con-
sequently, some interest in the FEL has shifted to 
other HEL sources.

Many scientists foresee the probability of us-
ing the laser as a global weapon. This possibility is 
proven through basic laws of physics. Actually im-
plementing such a system, however, can be more 
difficult. The global weapon concept uses a base 
laser with optics and is strategically positioned in 
space to be able to direct its beam multiple plac-
es on Earth at the speed of light with maximum 
power levels. This idea faces significant problems, 
including appropriate power levels, optics to han-
dle such levels, propagation issues, and the ethical 
measures behind any global weapon. Still, the idea 
presents interesting possibilities.

Laser Weapon Development
The following paragraphs highlight some of 

the laser weapons that have been successfully de-
veloped over the last 40 years.

Baseline Demonstrator Laser (BDL) Hydrogen 
Fluoride (HF)

In 1973, TRW Inc. produced the world’s first 
high-energy chemical laser, the Baseline Demon-
stration Laser, for DoD. After that, TRW Inc. pro-
duced and demonstrated six more HELs, including 
the MIRACL (1985) and Alpha (2000), the nation’s 
only megawatt-class chemical lasers.

Navy-ARPA Chemical Laser (NACL) HF
The NACL was mated with the Navy Pointer 

Tracker at TRW Inc.’s San Juan Capistrano, Cali-
fornia, facilities in the 1975–1978 time frame. This 
was the Navy’s initial, integrated HEL system test 
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Figure 6. Tactical High-Energy Laser (THEL)

laser beam is generated by a megawatt COIL locat-
ed at the rear of the fuselage. The high-power la-
ser beam travels towards the front of the aircraft 
through a pipe. The pipe passes through a Station 
1000 bulkhead/airlock, which separates the rear 
fuselage from the forward cabins. The high-pow-
er beam passes through the fine beam control sys-
tem mounted on a vibration-isolated optical bench. 
Beam pointing is achieved with very fast, light-
weight steering mirrors, which are tilted to follow 
the target missile. The ABL finally destroyed a tar-
get while in flight at White Sands Missile Range in 
August 2009. The 12,000-lb ABL locked onto an un-
specified ground target and fired the laser, making 
the target disappear. Although it was successful at 

this demonstration, using the ABL in the fleet has 
fallen out of favor due to affordability and technol-
ogy problems. The ABL is shown on an aircraft in 
Figure 8. 

Joint High-Power Solid-State Laser (JHPSSL)
In hopes of accelerating SSL technology for 

military uses, work is being performed by the 
U.S. Army Space and Missile Defense Command 
(SMDC) and the Army Test and Engineering Cen-
ter at White Sands Missile Range. The technology 
uses an electric laser diode to shoot light into 32 
garnet crystal modules that combine to create “laser 
amplifier chains” producing 15 kW. By using sev-
en chains and by combining multiple beams, they 
have reached 105  kW in the laboratory operating 
in a clean room. The program’s ultimate goal is for 
a laser system to reach high powers outside a labo-
ratory environment. Fielding such a delicate opti-
cal structure can present significant barriers for this 
laser system. Nonetheless, it will be a great accom-
plishment for a variety of force protection missions, 
such as shipboard defense against cruise missiles. 
The JHPSSL system is shown in Figure 9.

Navy Laser Weapon System (LaWS)
The Navy LaWS is the most recent, success-

ful laser weapon. It uses an electric-fiber laser de-
sign, avoiding the problems that chemical lasers 
present. In the summer of 2009, the Naval Sea 
Systems Command (NAVSEA)—with support 
from NSWCDD—successfully tracked, engaged, 
and destroyed unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) 

Figure 7. 46th Test Wing NC-130H Aircraft Equipped with the 
ATL Weapon System 
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Figure 8. Airborne Laser (ABL)

Figure 9. Joint High-Power Solid-State Laser (JHPSSL) System
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in flight at the Naval Air Warfare Center, China 
Lake, California. A total of five targets were en-
gaged and destroyed during the testing, which 
represented a first for the U.S. Navy. The laser was 
fired through a beam director on a Kineto Track-
ing Mount similar to the Sea Lite beam director. 
The system used fiber lasers in the configuration 
and has proven to be a rugged and dependable 
choice for the warfighter’s needs. A photograph of 
LaWS is shown in Figure 10.

Laser weapon systems development in recent 
years has taken giant steps forward. Dedicated 
R&D has advanced the state of the art consid-
erably. What was unimaginable only a few short 
years ago, today has become reality. According-
ly, given continued R&D, warfighters in the near 
term will have additional weapon options to 

choose from for dealing with a spectrum of threats 
and contingencies.
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